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Bird �
Beaks and Feet�

A bird’s beak can come in all sorts of shapes and sizes.  �
A bird’s feet can come in a variety of shapes and sizes, as well.  �

A bird’s beak and feet can tell us much about �
 its lifestyle (how and what it eats) and �
 its habitat (where it lives). �

In this book we will learn about the purpose in the variety of beaks and feet.   �

We’ll learn how to look at a bird’s beak to see what it eats                                          
and how to look at its toes to see where it goes.

“So God created … every sort of bird—each producing offspring of the same kind.  And God saw that it was 
good.” �
                                                                                                                 Genesis 1:21 NLT 

Oxpeckers �
searching for insects in the fur of a large animal.
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Bird �
Beaks�

� Cracker�
� Shredder�
� Chisel�
� Probe�
� Strainer�
� Spear�
� Tweezer�

Bird Beaks�

The beak of a bird has many functions.  A bird uses its 
beak to feed itself, as well as to feed its babies.  A 
bird uses its beak to drink, to make a nest, and to 
groom itself.  The beak is even used as a weapon for 
protection.�

The most important function of a bird’s  beak, however,  
is to capture and eat food. �

The beak is shaped according to what the bird eats. �

These are the seven most 
common beak types.�

�

“So God created … every sort of bird—each producing offspring of the same kind.  And God saw that it was 
good.” �
                                                                                                                 Genesis 1:21 NLT 

Rhea bird
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Cracker Beak
  �
                                 �
short, thick�

                                      �
   widest at the base�

 

Look at its beak to see what it eats.

weaver 

cardinal with a �
seed in its beak

a Cracker Beak 
bird eats: �
+ seeds �
+ nuts

The size of the beak 
indicates the kind of nut 
or seed the bird eats.  �

Birds with larger beaks 
��$�#%�.�'�"�#���#����"�
example. Birds with 
smaller beaks eat thistle 
seeds. 

crack verb                           
to break, split, or chip

cone-
shaped

Birds with a�
Cracker Beak�

+ bishop�
+ bunting�
+ canary�
+ cardinal�
+ chicken�
+ cockatoo�
+ dove�
+ -����
+ grosbeak�
+ guinea fowl�
+ parrot�
+ pigeon�
+ quail�
+ sand grouse�
+ sparrow�
+ turkey�
+ waxbill�
+ weaver�
+ widow-bird

Did you know? �

A parrot’s beak may 
look similar to that 
of an eagle’s beak, 
yet the parrot uses 
its beak to crack 
open seeds and pull 
fruit apart. �

A parrot’s beak is a 
CRACKER, not a 
SHREDDER. 

chicken

grosbeak
sp

ar
ro

w sp
ar

ro
w

shredder    noun�
tool that tears or cuts  �
something into smaller pieces Shredder Beak 
�
     �
            hooked�
 �
sharp �

curved over lower portion �

a Shredder Beak bird eats:�
$ meat (It is a carnivore.)�
$ by piercing to kill its prey�
$ by tearing off fur and skin of prey�
$ by shredding the meat

Look at its beak to see what it eats.

eagle

Birds with a 
Shredder Beak �

$ �������&��������
$ bat hawk�
$ bearded vulture�
$ buzzard�
$ eagle�
$ falcon�
$ goshawk�
$ harrier�
$ hawk�
$ lammergeier�
$ kestrel�
$ owl�
$ secretary bird�
$ shrike�
$ snake eagle�
$ sparrow hawk�
$ vulture

A bird with a Shredder Beak does 
not have teeth, so it must swallow its 
food whole.  It uses its beak to rip 
and tear the meat into smaller pieces 
that are easier to swallow.

Vultures do not have strong legs and 
feet. They eat meat that is already 
dead instead of capturing their prey, 
so their feet do not need to be as 
strong as eagle’s feet.

eagle

vulture

secretary bird
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eagle

vulture

secretary bird
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Chisel Beak chisel �
noun - a tool to chip or shape hard materials �

verb  - to chip or to shape something

Look at its beak to see what it eats.

long 
and 
strong

 shaped like a chisel

A Chisel Beak bird mostly 
eats insects.  �

It taps lightly on a dead 
tree limb and listens for the 
sound of insects. It then 
drills a hole just big enough 
to insert its beak or tongue. �

A bird with a chisel beak has a 
soft, spongy skull.  When it 
drills (rat-a-tat-tat) into the 
tree, its brain is not injured. �
 �
Its eyes are protected, as well. 

Ill
us

tra
tio

n 
by

 D
en

is
e 

Ta
ka

ha
sh

i

A woodpecker does not have 
vocal cords.  It does not sing or 
tweet or chirp. Instead, it rapidly 
drums or taps on trees to “talk”. �

A woodpecker can peck up to 20 
times per second! That is a fast- 
talking bird!

Birds with�
 a Chisel Beak�

) -����!�
) nuthatch�
) piculet�
) sapsucker�
) woodpecker

Most chisel-beaked birds have a special tongue that can 
be three times longer than its beak. This is useful when 
feeding on insects located deep inside a tree or anthill. �


�-����!����!��'�� ������"�#��������"#�#���$���������
feeding at an anthill, it will lick up the ants by sliding 
its long snake-like tongue over the surface.  When 
searching for food in a tree, it will chisel a hole in the 
��!���#����"#�����#"�#���$����"����#��,�����"��#"���

�����#��������#���$���"���#����$"���#���-����!�&���� $���
its tongue back into its skull, wrapping it around its eye 
sockets. 

chis
el 

   �
woodpecker

-����!

wo
od

pe
cke

r

probe     noun�
a tool for examining or �
exploring something Probe Beak

Look at its beak to see what it eats.

long 
and 
thin The Probe Beak is similar to 

a drinking straw.  �
A hummingbird or a sunbird 
will use the beak to sip 
�����������#��������

An ibis or a curlew will use 
the beak to probe in mud or 
shallow water for 
crustaceans and insects. 

honeyeater
avocet

ibis

curlew

Birds with �
a Probe Beak�

" avocet�
" curlew�
" godwit�
" honeyeater�
" hummingbird�
" ibis�
" plover�
" sandpiper�
" shorebird�
" snipe�
" stilt�
" sunbird�
" woodcock hummingbird

Some beaks look 
similar but are used 
for different 
purposes.  Look  
carefully.  �
The Probe Beaks 
are more slender 
than the Spear 
beaks (of a heron 
or egret).

godwit

sunbird

hummingbird
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Strainer Beak 

Look at its beak to see what it eats.

A Spoonbill uses its spoon-like beak 
"����"�� �!����*!������%�"� ���!��"!�
from shallow water. It sweeps the 
������������� ���!����"��!����
"� �#���"���%�"� ����������"��'�*!��
� ���!��"�"�#���!�"�����!�������"���
������"����� ��!���!�"��������!�#"���

���%�"� ��!�*�"� ����#"�����$����
only a tasty meal. �

���� ��%�"����!" ���� ������
��"!���!"�'�!�����*!�����!��"!�
����%�"� �����"!�����������!�
#!���"��*����� ��������!%����%�
�����������������#������

����&��!!�%�"� ��������������
��� �!��!�*�"� ����#"�"� �#���
!�����������������"���!����"���
��������"���������

%��e

+�"
long

�� �!�%�"����
Strainer 

Beak�

) ���"�
) �#���
) +�������
) goose�
) grebe�
) ��������
) petrel�
) spoonbill�
) swan�

strainer noun                   
�����"�#!����� � ���$����
���#���� �������

A Flamingo uses its 
�����#�!������%����	"�
!"� !�#�������� ���"���
bottoms of shallow 
water, then lowers the 
beak into the water.  �

	"�"����!����!�#����
mouthful of water 
through the front of 
the beak. �

	"����!�!��"!���#"������
uses its tongue to 
squeeze the water 
through the tooth-like 
��"���!��"�"���
!���!�����"!��������

������������!�����#�������������"��"�����
�&����������%�����"�"��!�����#��*!������!���#�������������$� ������" �!����%�"� ����
���%�"� �"����� ���!��#"�����"�����������!%����%!�"���*!��%������������"���
��#����!���"����#!����"��!��������#��#��� �"�����%� ����������

�#
��

pelicansw
an

only a tasty meal. 

Spear Beak 

Look at its beak to see what it eats.

A bird with a Spear Beak will stalk 
prey in shallow water.  It will move 
very slowly, waiting for just the 
right moment to STRIKE. It will 
swallow its catch in one big gulp. �

stalk: 
 (verb) 

�

creep 
up on 

silently

long 

A bird with a Spear Beak 
�%�$#�*#����"%#$�����#������
frogs that live in or near 
the water.  �

Sometimes the bird grabs 
prey between the upper and 
lower beak.  �

Other times, the beak is 
used to stab or to spear.  �

bittern

����*#��"

darter

darter

spear�
noun -  a weapon with pointed tip�
verb - to pierce with a spear�

heron

spear-like

Birds with a 
Spear Beak �

) bittern�
) darter 

(snake bird)�
) egret�
) heron�
) ����*#��"�
) tern  �

darter

egre
t 
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Strainer Beak 
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������������!�����#�������������"��"�����
�&����������%�����"�"��!�����#��*!������!���#�������������$� ������" �!����%�"� ����
���%�"� �"����� ���!��#"�����"�����������!%����%!�"���*!��%������������"���
��#����!���"����#!����"��!��������#��#��� �"�����%� ����������

�#
��

pelicansw
an

Spear Beak 

Look at its beak to see what it eats.

A bird with a Spear Beak will stalk 
prey in shallow water.  It will move 
very slowly, waiting for just the 
right moment to STRIKE. It will 
swallow its catch in one big gulp. �
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 (verb) 
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creep 
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silently

long 

A bird with a Spear Beak 
�%�$#�*#����"%#$�����#������
frogs that live in or near 
the water.  �

Sometimes the bird grabs 
prey between the upper and 
lower beak.  �

Other times, the beak is 
used to stab or to spear.  �

bittern

����*#��"

darter

darter
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noun -  a weapon with pointed tip�
verb - to pierce with a spear�

heron
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egre
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Tweezer Beak 
  
  

Look at its beak to see what it eats.

open

closed

thin �
pointed�
sharp�
tweezer-like

A Tweezer Beak bird eats mainly insects.  Its beak is 
specialized to pick food out of the air or off the ground.   �

Many birds with tweezer beaks have 
feather-like bristles around the 
������� �!������� �(%�!���"���!���
air, the bristles work like a net to 
help catch insects.  �
 �
It is estimated that a swallow, a Tweezer 
���������������(%�"��!�����������������%�

just swooping back and forth capturing insects. �

A Tweezer Beak bird can catch insects as it�(�� �����!�����
sit and wait for the insect�!��(%��%����

Not all Tweezer Beak birds eat insects out of mid-air.  
Some pick their creepy-crawly food off leaves, from in 
the crevices of rocks, or in trees. �

Birds with a 
Tweezer Beak�
' bee-eater�
' batis�
' chat�
' crane�
' fantail�
' (%��!�����
' hoopoe�
' jacamar �
' oriole�
' robin�
' swallow�
' swift�
' thrush�
' wagtail�
' warbler�
' wattle-eye�
' wren�

hoopoe

bee
bee-eater

bee-eater

ph
ot

o 
by

 T
ho

ma
s 

Hy
nd

ma
n

�������
�

bee-eater

tweezer

tweezer

tweezer  noun 
a tool that picks up small objects

Bird �
Feet�

� Climbing�

� Swimming�

� Running�

� Perching
�

� Grasping�

� Scratchi
ng�

� Wading�
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Bird Feet�
Like the size and shape of the beak, the feet can tell us much about a bird.  �

However, what we may think are a bird’s feet, are actually 
the toes.  What appears to be a bird’s knee bent 
backwards, is actually a bird’s ankle.  The knee is hidden 
under feathers further up the leg.  Everything below the 
ankle is a bird’s foot.  �

Therefore, a bird actually walks on its toes.  A look at a 
bird’s toes, thus, can tell us where the bird goes for food 
and to nest. �

Most birds have four toes.  Some have three.  Others have 
only two.  The arrangement of  toes and the 
size of the claws tells 
us much about what a 

bird does with its feet. �

These are seven        �
of the most common �
feet type.�

“So God created … every sort of bird—each producing offspring of the same kind.  And God saw that it was 
good.” �
                                                                                                                 Genesis 1:21 NLT 

Wading

Climbing Feet
 

Look at its toes to see where it goes.

Birds with 
Climbing feet�

# barbet�
# honeyguide�
# nuthatch�
# parrot�
# piculet�
# toucan�
# treecreeper�
# woodpecker�
# wryneck

A bird with feet for climbing has two toes 
that point to the front and two toes that 
point to the back.  �

Sharp nails are necessary for digging into 
the wood for a strong grip. This makes it 
easy to climb up, down, sideways, and even 

upside-down on the trunk of a tree.

A woodpecker, for instance, 
searches for food by drilling 
holes in a tree.  It uses its 
beak to carve a nest in the 
tree and for signaling other 
birds.  A woodpecker would 
not be able to do these 
activities without strong, 
climbing feet. 
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Swimming Feet 

Look at its toes to see where it goes.

Birds with �
Swimming Feet �

include:�
% coot�
% cormorant�
% duck�
% '�������
% gannet�
% goose (geese)�
% grebe�
% gull�
% penguin�
% petrel�
% shearwater�
% swan�
% tern�

A bird with Swimming Feet is 
also known as a Water Bird, 
because it spends much of 
the time in or on the water.  �

webbing between the toes�

The webbed feet allow the bird to swim on 
the water, as well as under the water! 
Some birds have the ability to dive from 
the surface of the water or the air to 
catch prey under the water’s surface. �

Swimming Feet, not to be 
confused with Wading Feet. �

penguin swimming underwater

duckling 
gull

'���������� 

goose feet

duck feet 

duck feet 

% swan
% tern

The webbed feet allow the bird to swim on
 the water! 

Some birds have the ability to dive from 
the surface of the water or the air to 
catch prey under the water’s surface. 

duck feet 

duck feet

goose

Running Feet 

Look at its toes to see where it goes.

Birds with Feet 
for running�
1 cassowary�
1 emu�
1 ostrich�
1 rhea�

A bird with Running Feet has 
+,*'&��$��+��&����&&',�20����,�
protects itself by kicking and 
running.  �

Some have three toes facing 
forward.  Others have only two.

The ostrich is the largest living bird and can 
�*'/�-(�,'��
���%�,*�+����,���&�/�!� �'.�*�	���
kg.  With its feet that are designed for 
running, the ostrich can run at speeds up to 
���#%�(�*� '-*���

� ����++'/�*0��!*��!+�, ��%'+,�����$0��!*��!&�, ��/'*$�����,�
 �+���#&!���$!#���$�/��-(�,'�	
��%�$'&���'&�, ��%!��$��,'��'��
��� ��'',���,���&�)-!�#$0�"-%(��&��#!�#�/!, ��', �'��!,+�
('/�*�-$�$��+��,�, ��+�%��,!%����,�-+-�$$0�'&$0��,,��#+�,'�
(*',��,�!,+�,�**!,'*0�'*�!,+�0'-&����,� �+����&�#&'/&�,'�#!$$�
humans.  (No need to worry, though. 
The cassowary bird only lives in 
-+,*�$!���&����/��-!&����
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Perching Feet 

Look at its toes to see where it goes.

Birds don’t fall 
out of the tree when 
asleep because a tendon 
automatically locks the 
toes in place.  �

As a bird stands up, the toes 
release. �


"���!�����������"��+�&�����"��!��

3 toes �
in front 

1 toe�
in back

A bird with Perching Feet wraps 
its toes around the branch to keep 
balance.   �

It has very little feeling in its 
feet.  This allows it to land on a 
cold branch or wire.  When the 
bird lands to rest, it sits on its 
feet.  Feathers cover their feet to 
keep them warm. 

Most so
ngbird

s are 
�

perchi
ng bir

ds.

Birds with 
Perching Feet �

( crow�
( hummingbird�
( jay�
( lark�
( magpie�
( nightingale�
( robin�
( sparrow�
( swallow�
( thrush�
( titmouse�
( warbler�
( wren

lilac-breasted roller

spar
row

golden 
*��� robin

Grasping Feet 

Look at its toes to see where it goes.

Birds with 
Grasping feet�

� buzzard�
� eagle�
� goshawk�
� hawk�
� lammergeier�
� osprey�
� owl�
� secretary bird�
� vulture�

large, sharp claws �
called talons

strong toes and 
feet

prey |pr�|  noun�an animal that is hunted and 
killed by another for food

eagle
eagle feet

osprey �
!����$���

A bird with Grasping Feet needs strong feet to grab or 
capture its prey. It uses its sharp claws (called talons) to kill, 
��������"��������"������%������������������������������

An eagle is capable of killing large prey such as cranes or 
livestock, but usually eats hares, turtles, baby crocodiles, and 
other small animals. �

���������������������"����$�����	�������������$�������
�� "�����������%"������������������!���������������!�������
paddle with its wings. �

An osprey is unusual among the hawks.  It can rotate one of 
its front toes toward the back, with two toes in front and two 
�����������������������������������"�$���������%"����!�������"��
���������"�!�������������$�������$�������������!����
����������������������������������%"��

owl
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Scratching Feet 

Look at its toes to see where it goes.

Birds with �
Scratching 

Feet �
% chicken�
% dove�
% grouse�
% turkey�
% partridge�
% peacock�
% pheasant�
% pigeon�
% quail�

strong feet

long nails
A bird with 
Scratching 

Feet needs long 
nails and strong feet to 

scratch and claw the soil 
for food. It will use its 

feet to scrape the ground to 
uncover seeds, insects, and 
even small reptiles.

“chicken scratch” 
- a term used 
to describe very 
messy handwriting.  The writing 
looks like the scratches a chicken 
makes in the dirt. �
Does your writing look like this? 

pigeon

pheasant

chicken

turkey

Wading Feet 

To see where it goes, look at its toes.

Birds with 
Wading Feet�

� avocet�
� bittern�
� crane�
� curlew�
� egret�
� godwit�
� heron�
� ibis�
� sandpiper�
� snipe�
� spoonbill�
� stilt�
� stork�
� swamphen�
� thick knee�
� woodcock

The long toes spread the weight of the 
bird over a larger surface.  This allows 
it to walk on soft surfaces near the 
edge of the water.  �

It can walk through mud without 
sinking in too deeply and without losing 
its balance.  �

egret

jacana feet

stilt

avocet

heron

long toes
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God made everything. He made big things 
like the stars in the sky. He made small 
things like the ants on the ground. He made 
mountains and rivers, trees and grass. He 

even made the wind that 
blows. �

God made the birds and God 
made you.�

Even more amazing is that 
God knows every one of His 
creatures. They all belong to 
Him. The life of every 
creature is in His hand. God 

has compassion on all that He has made.�

Even when you feel small or unimportant, 
you can trust that you mean a lot to God. 
He will provide for you, just as He does for 
the birds. �

Jesus reminds you not to worry about 
anything in your life, because the same God 
who takes care of the small birds will most 
certainly take care of you.  �

What does it mean that you are known and 
cared for by God? �

It means that you can relax and tell Him your 
troubles. He is always there. �

It means that He knows your name and all the 
details of your life. He is there with you, every 
step of the way. �

When God designed birds, He said it was good.  
Yet, when God designed YOU, He said it was VERY 
GOOD. �

So, look at your toes.                                                 �

No matter where             
your path goes,                                
God is there and              
He is good to you.�

- Merilee Schmidt
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Look at its beak to see what it eats.�

 Look at its toes to see where it goes.  �


